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Notes

Gauge

8 STS/inch relaxed 2x2 rib
5 STS/inch stretched 2x2 rib
7.5 STS/inch in stockinette

At this gauge, the hat will fit most heads because
ribbing is used throughout. For an extra-large hat,
work the hat at a slightly larger gauge but start the
crown shaping anywhere from 6” to 7” inches
(precluding a folded brim).

Needles: US #2 (2.75mm), 16” circular and DPNs

Notions: 1 Stitch Marker

Abbreviations

CDD = Centered Double Decrease (slip 2 together as if
to K2tog, K1, pass both slipped STS over); DPN(s) =
Double Pointed Needle(s); K = Knit; K2tog = Knit 2
STS together; P = Purl; P2tog = Purl 2 together; SM =
Slip Marker; ST(S) = Stitch(es)

Method

The hat is knit in the round with a spiral technique.
Keeping the balls in a bowl and rotating the bowl as
you knit around will reduce tangles. You do not twist
the new color around the old as you would with
intarsia! One might expect that holes would form
where the colors are changed without twisting, but
because the hat is knit in the round, holes do not form.
One way to think about this technique is that you are
knitting only part of a “round” in a given color when
working all the STS currently on the needle. With four
colors, it takes four trips around all STS to complete
one round in each color, bringing each color back to
the original position. When you change yarns, you are
not just switching colors but also switching to a
“lower” round in the sequence, which is why the
yarns are not twisted.

Managing yarn from four separate balls is made easier
by using a yarn bowl or a small project bag to hold the
yarn. Using an extra ball or skein of yarn can be
helpful to keep the small balls from rolling around in a
larger bowl. It is also helpful to work the first few
rows and then extract each ball and place it in the
bowl as you work the next round. Rotate the bowl a
quarter-turn clockwise each time you change colors.

If you have a specific desired color order for the
spiral-stripes, cast on using the yarns in the opposite
order. In the instructions below, the stripes will
sequence 1, 2, 3, 4 going from the brim to the crown of
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the hat. The pictured hat (above, left) used Ascend for
Color 1, Joseph for Color 2, Mystic Lagoon for Color 3,
and Purple Dragon for Color 4. Note that you do not
change colors when you reach the marker, which
indicates where a round starts and stops.

Instructions

1. Without
twisting new colors,
cast on 36 STS with
Color 4, 36 STS with
Color 3, 36 STS with
Color 2, and 36 STS
with color 1 (note
there will be a gap
between each color).

2. Join into a round,
placing a marker to
denote the beginning
of the round. At this
point, we are joining
Color 1 to Color 4,
and the other two colors remain on the
circular cord, unattached and free to hang
out until needed. Note that Color 1 follows
Color 4 in the 1 through 4 sequence.

3. Work the first spiral ribbing round as follows,
noting that each time you finish knitting a
section of cast-on STS, the working yarn from
those STS is waiting to be picked up and used to
knit the next section:

• Continuing with Color 1, work K2P2 ribbing
across the STS cast-on in Color 4; drop Color 1
and pick-up Color 4 without twisting the
yarns.

• Using Color 4, work K2P2 ribbing across the
STS cast on in Color 3; drop Color 4 and
pick-up Color 3 without twisting the yarns.

• Using Color 3, work K2P2 ribbing across the
STS cast on in Color 2; drop Color 3 and
pick-up Color 2 without twisting the yarns.

• Being sure that your work is not twisted and
using Color 2, work K2P2 ribbing across the
STS cast on in Color 1; slip marker; continue
with Color 2 across the next 36 STS. Drop
Color 2 and pick-up Color 1 without twisting
the yarns.

4. Because the last ST worked in each color will be
a purl, lift that color over the right-hand needle
to get it out of the way. Bring the new color
between the needles and behind the left-hand

needle to position the yarn for a knit ST.
Managing the yarns this way also has the
advantage of the resting yarns appearing on the
outside of the hat, making it harder to forget to
change colors.

5. Continue to knit K2P2 ribbing, changing yarn
colors every 36 STS without twisting the yarns,
until the hat measures between 6.5” and 8” from
the cast-on edge.

6. Shape the crown as follows, continuing to switch
yarns without twisting:

• Work (SSK, P2) around [108 STS]

• Work five rounds of K1, P2 ribbing

• Switching to DPNS, work (K1, P2tog) around
[72 STS]

• Work five rounds of K1, P1 ribbing

• Work SSK around [36 sts]

• K one round

• Work (K3, CDD, K3) around [28 STS]

• Work (K2, CDD, K2) around [20 STS]

• Work (K1, CDD, K1) around [12 STS]

• Work (K2tog, K1) around [8 STS] Bu

7. Cut all
four yarns. Thread
one yarn (from
the crown) through
a tapestry needle and
pull through the 8
remaining STS, ending with the two STS in
the same color. Repeat with the three
remaining crown yarn-ends.

8. Weave in the ends from the cast-on edge,
threading the yarn through it’s matching color
ST in the next section, then catching the first
cast-on loop in that next section, and weaving it
back through to the left in it’s matching cast-on
segment.

9. Wash using your favorite fiber wash.
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Variations

Cast-On Variation

The spiral structure of this hat does not require that an
equal number of STS be cast on in each color. Casting
on 12 STS in Color 4, 12 STS in Color 3, 12 STS in Color
2, but 108 STS in Color 1 will give a small section of
colors 2-4 in the cast-on edge, with three-quarters of
the cast-on edge in a single color (Color 1). This
alternate cast-on, however, does not alter the striping
spirals. This cast-on also has the advantage that all of
the color changes happen in the first quarter of the
round, giving a respite from color change.

Rib Variations

Any rib pattern may be used, although the further
away from 2x2 ribbing, the more careful one must be
about stretch and fit. When worked in 2x2 ribbing, the
hat will accommodate most sizes of head; wider heads
will sacrifice height for width and might not have
enough length for a folded brim. Narrow heads will
have a taller folded brim. If you’re like me and prefer
to knit rather than purl, then 3x1 (K3, P1) rib would
cut the number of purls in half! Fancier ribs, like
twisted rib, would tend to get lost in the color changes
and would not likely be worth the extra effort.

Suggested Color Combinations

I’ve knit several color variations (and will add more as
they become available and as test knitters finish their
hats).

Ascend
Joseph

Mystic Lagoon
Purple Dragon

Ascend
Ether

Glowing Eel
Brad

Fresh Mowed
Connie

Cerulean
Twilight

King’s Blue

No Room
Midnight

Orchid
Mystic Lagoon

Joseph

Soul Fissure
Lafayette

Steel
Glowing Eel

Tweak
Green Dragon

Ether
Mystic Lagoon

Soul Fissure
Midnight

Orchid
Steel

Purple Dragon

Lakeside
Fresh Mowed

Mystic Lagoon
Wisdom

Soul Fissure
Quiet River

Glowing Eel
Tweak

No Room
Joseph

Horn
PTX
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